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SMALL 
LUXURIES 

Idea Gallery

Make the most of a petite kitchen or bath with these clever solutions.
WRITER Mallory Abreu
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2  Mirrored cabinetry panels conceal everyday appliances to make a small space feel bigger. ■
   3  A one-wall layout 

streamlines a design and attractively organizes limited space. Run tile from countertop to ceiling for visual continuity 
and to create the illusion of a higher ceiling. ■

   4  A hardworking U-shape layout puts the peninsula to work as a 
combination prep/cleanup zone and casual dining area. Refrigerator drawers on the dining side allow guests to help 
themselves without getting in the cook’s way. ■

   5  Store less attractive necessities, like the microwave and toaster, in a 
hidden workstation to keep countertops uncluttered.

A separate cooktop and oven (tucked into the 
island) stand in for a bulky range in this bright 
and cheery L-shape kitchen. For an unobtrusive 
look, choose a glass cooktop that virtually 
disappears into the countertop when not in use.
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7  Tall, narrow cabinets outside the main work zone function as an efficient pantry. A few feet of extra counter space 
become a productive niche that includes a desk and drawers for office supplies.  ■

   8  Make a stylish 24- or 30-inch 
pro-style range the focal point of a galley kitchen. Emphasize verticality by pairing the range with a slim hood in a 
similar finish. ■

   9  Countertop-to-ceiling windowpanes in a black frame emphasize natural light, while a monochromatic 
palette prevents a small space from feeling too busy. ■

   10  Get more out of a built-in banquette with easy-access 
drawers for place mats, table linens, and more.
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Open shelving prevents 
a kitchen from feeling 
top-heavy. Keep 
everyday items close at 
hand on lower shelves. 
Reserve upper shelves 
for large bowls, serving 
pieces, and collectibles 
that don’t need to be 
accessed frequently. 
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11  A sliding barn door requires little clearance, making it ideal for a small bath or narrow hallway. A wall-mount sink 
frees up floor space and adds classic country character. ■

   12  Choose a trough sink with wall-mount faucets to maximize 
counter space and ease cleanup. ■

   13  Borrow space from an attic to create a walk-in shower that is both practical 
and charming. ■

   14  A wall-to-wall floating vanity feels fresh and contemporary. A large frameless mirror supports the 
modern mood and bounces light around the room.
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Playful wallpaper and 
splashes of yellow 
decorate a whimsical 
small bath with just-right 
color. The vintage-look 
pedestal sink takes 
up less space than a 
traditional vanity.
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